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The next station optimizing hints Prev Tips Hunters Getting new items is one of the most important aspects of Tom Clancy's Division - they determine your character's effectiveness. Without the right items, you can't compete with other players. But what about a situation where the item is all around better, but it has one statistic that is
totally useless for your style of play? How does the recalibration work? Recalibration - Tips How does recalibration work? Items with the rarity of a classified set can be recalibrated twice. When this happens, you can use Recalibration, which is available through a special recalibration station that can be found in the terminal and the Clinton
camp. Thanks to this process you can change one stat element to another, accidentally chose one. When it comes to armor you can change their stats such as basic parameters or damage against the elite bonus. As for weapons, you can change one of your talents. You need a lot of money to recalibrate the gear and Phoenix Loans for
recalibration weapons. You have to remember that you can only change one statistic of a particular item. After recalibration of the item, you can repeat this process as many times as you want, but the only statistic that will change is the one that has already been changed. The exceptions are elements with a cool set. These are unique
and much rarer items from the set - here you can change two statistics. Recalibration - Tips You can't recalibrate exotic weapons talents. Read the tips below before you start recalibration items: Remember that you can only change one statistic in an item. Think very hard and don't come up with any rash solutions because you can
significantly reduce the potential effectiveness of this item. Items with a rare classified set can have two recalibration statistics. Remember that thanks to this mechanic, you can customize the item to be more appropriate for your character. Even an object that, at first glance, is useless, can become very valuable, slightly changing it. Each
recalibration increases the future costs of this process. If you don't have the money to recalibrate the item, you can go on several missions underground and get valuable items. Then you can sell all the useless items - thanks to this you can get even a few million credits in a few hours. Recalibration allows you to change weapons talents.
Use this mechanism to adapt the weapon to your game style. You can't recalibrate talents in exotic weapons - you can't emphasize that talent. Next Tips Optimization Station Prev Tips Hunters Page 2 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB and iBooks Free iOS App Survive in the Ruins of New York! Tom Clancy's The Division Game Guide
contains a wide range of tips and descriptions important elements of the game. You will learn how to survive in the fallen American metropolis. Tom Clancy's The Division Game Guide contains a wide range of tips and step-by-step guides to the game's most important elements. Our guidebook has been updated to the latest version of The
Division - 1.8. Resistance patch. Patch Patch The Resistance Guide for the Division has been updated - now it also contains content from the newest patch - 1.8 Resistance. Check out our new tips: Tips to start you learn how to survive in a fallen American metropolis. A large number of details were devoted to the Dark Areas, full of
chests containing various objects. The guide contains information on how to quickly get a lot of cash, where to look for the best items or what to do to avoid death at the hands of another player. Dark areasThe writing of large chests is marked on the corresponding map of the area: Dark zones step-by-step guide and step-by-step guide
contains detailed maps with chests, secrets, enemies marked on the map of the area: The development of the charactersThe nuclear part of the chapters focuses mainly on subjects and their statistics and privileges. All benefits are fully described and evaluated on the basis of their usefulness. Builds and rolesEquipment and the best
weapon parametersWeapon TalentsGear talentsThe Division is a tactical action game with elements of RPG, which focuses on multiplayer entertainment. The action takes place in the near future and represents a vision of the United States in the face of a pandemic. Players take on the role of a member of a secret government unit
known as the Division, which must stop the spread of chaos in New York. The game's guide to Tom Clancy's The Division includes: Various tips on the gameplayLocalization of the dark zone ChestsDescription of the most important elements of the game Ways to make money quickly and find the best itemsInformation based on the
development of OperationFul description of the elements of properties and perks. Jakub Bugielski Next Tips General Tips Author : Jakub Bugielski for gamepressure.com latest update : May 5, 2016 Guide contains : 39 pages, 165 images, 9 maps and annotated illustrations. Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes in
this guide. Page 3 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB and iBooks Free iOS app Survive in the Ruins of New York! Tom Clancy's The Division Game Guide contains a wide range of tips and descriptions of the most important elements of the game. You will learn how to survive in the fallen American metropolis. Tom Clancy's The Division
Game Guide contains a wide range of tips and step-by-step guides to the game's most important elements. Our guidebook has been updated to the latest version of The Division - 1.8. Resistance patch. The 1.8 Resistance GuideGuide for the Division patch has been updated to include the contents of the newest patch, 1.8 Resistance.
Check out our new tips: Tips to start you learn how to survive in a fallen American metropolis. A large number of details were devoted to the Dark Areas, full of chests containing various objects. The guide contains information on how to quickly get a lot of cash, where to look for the best items or what to do to avoid death from another
player. Dark areasThe entire large chests are marked on the corresponding map of the area: Dark Areas PassageThis guide and and Contains detailed maps with chests, secrets, enemies marked on the map of the zone: The development of the charactersOder of the chapters focuses mainly on subjects and their statistics and privileges.
All benefits are fully described and evaluated on the basis of their usefulness. Builds and rolesEquipment and the best weapon parametersWeapon TalentsGear talentsThe Division is a tactical action game with elements of RPG, which focuses on multiplayer entertainment. The action takes place in the near future and represents a vision
of the United States in the face of a pandemic. Players take on the role of a member of a secret government unit known as the Division, which must stop the spread of chaos in New York. The game's guide to Tom Clancy's The Division includes: Various tips on the gameplayLocalization of the dark zone ChestsDescription of the most
important elements of the game Ways to make money quickly and find the best itemsInformation based on the development of OperationFul description of the elements of properties and perks. Jakub Bugielski Next Tips General Tips Author : Jakub Bugielski for gamepressure.com latest update : May 5, 2016 Guide contains : 39 pages,
165 images, 9 maps and annotated illustrations. Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes in this guide. Page 4 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB and iBooks Free iOS app Survive in the Ruins of New York! Tom Clancy's The Division Game Guide contains a wide range of tips and descriptions of the most important
elements of the game. You will learn how to survive in the fallen American metropolis. Tom Clancy's The Division Game Guide contains a wide range of tips and step-by-step guides to the game's most important elements. Our guidebook has been updated to the latest version of The Division - 1.8. Resistance patch. The 1.8 Resistance
GuideGuide for the Division patch has been updated to include the contents of the newest patch, 1.8 Resistance. Check out our new tips: Tips to start you learn how to survive in a fallen American metropolis. A large number of details were devoted to the Dark Areas, full of chests containing various objects. The guide contains information
on how to quickly get a lot of cash, where to look for the best items or what to do to avoid death at the hands of another player. Dark areasThe writing of large chests is marked on the corresponding map of the area: Dark zones step-by-step guide and step-by-step guide contains detailed maps with chests, secrets, enemies marked on the
map of the area: The development of the charactersThe nuclear part of the chapters focuses mainly on subjects and their statistics and privileges. All benefits are fully described and evaluated on the basis of their usefulness. Builds and rolesEquipment and the best weapon parametersWeapon TalentsGear talentsThe Division is a tactical
action game with elements of RPG, which focuses on multiplayer entertainment. Action in the near future and represents the vision of the United States in the face of a pandemic. Players take on the role of a member of the secret secret a unit known as the Division, which must stop the spread of chaos in New York. The game's guide to
Tom Clancy's The Division includes: Various tips on the gameplayLocalization of the dark zone ChestsDescription of the most important elements of the game Ways to make money quickly and find the best itemsInformation based on the development of OperationFul description of the elements of properties and perks. Jakub Bugielski
Next Tips General Tips Author : Jakub Bugielski for gamepressure.com latest update : May 5, 2016 Guide contains : 39 pages, 165 images, 9 maps and annotated illustrations. Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes in this guide. Guide.
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